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NOTEon online verification of documents

The Common Entrance Test - 2022 was held on 16-06-2022 and 17-06-2022 and

the results were published on 30-07-2022.

From this year online document verification will be conducted for flail and "b"

eligibility clause code claimed candidates.

51 Details of the Documents / Certificates Mode of verification
No

01 CET-2022 Online Application Form. Online by KEA

02 'CET 2022' Admission Ticket. Online by KEA

Online - by obtaining data from the
03 SSLC/ 10th Standard (Date of Birth)

concerned department

Online - by obtaining data from the
04 2nd PUC/ 12th Standard Marks.

concerned department

Through Online from the concerned BEO,
SEVENYears Study Certificate from 1st standard to 12th

05 candidates have to visit the concerned BEO
standard (including either io" or 2nd PUC /12th)

with all the relevant documents

Kannada Medium study for having studied 10 full academic
Through Online from the concerned BEO,

06 candidates have to visit the concerned BEO
years from 1st std to io" std

with all the relevant documents

Through Online from the concerned BEO,

07 Rural Study for having studied 10 full academic years in rural candidates have to visit the concerned BEO
areas from 1st standard to 10th standard

with all the relevant documents

Through Online from Revenue department
08 Caste / Caste Income Certificate

by tallying the RD Number

Through Online from Revenue department
09 371 U) Hyderabad-Karnataka Region - Kalyana Karanataka

by tallying the RD Number

Through Online from Revenue department
10 Supernumerary quota

by tallying the RD Number
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The candidates who have claimed eligibility clause "a" and "b" should verify their study

certificates from the concerned BEO. The instructions and guidelines for verification study

certificates are detailed below:

1) Candidates have to get their study certificates verified from the concerned BED office

attached to their school/college on the specified dates based on their engineering

rank by producing all the following original documents.

2) CET-2022 Admission Ticket, Final print out of the application form, io" marks card, 1st

and 2nd PU marks statement / n" and iz" marks statement, and the study

certificates singed and issued by the concerned school/college principal.

3) Those who have claimed Kannada medium and studied in Kannada Medium from 1st

to io" standard, and those who have claimed Rural study and studied in rural areas

from 1st to io" standard should produce the Kannada Medium study certificate / rural

study certificate before concerned BEDfor verification.

4) The concerned BED will verify the study certificate, Kannada Medium study certificate,

Rural study certificate and update the data through online.

5) io" std marks card, 2nd PUC / iz" Marks card, caste - income certificate will be

verified by KEA through online with the concerned department. Caste - income

certificate particulars will be verified against the RD number entered in the

application, and the io'" and iz" marks will be verified against the student number

entered in the application.

6) 371 (j) HK - Kalyana Karnataka certificate and the income certificates will also be

verified by KEA through online with the Revenue department against the RD Number

mentioned by the candidate in the application.

7) Candidates who have claimed eligibility clause "b" should also carry the parents study

certificates for verification from the concerned BEO.

8) Those candidates who will get the eligibility can download the verification slip from

the KEAWebsite. Details for downloading the verification slip will be notified later.



9) In case if the candidate fails to get the eligibility, opportunity will be given to such

candidates for offline verification. The details for offline verification will be notified

later in the KEAWebsite.

10) other than "a" and lib" eligibility clause code candidates, the other

candidates should attend the offline document verification. The details for

offline verification will be notified later in the KEAWebsite.

11) BEDoffice address details are published in the KEAWebsite. Candidates

can also get the BEDoffice details from the schools or colleges where they

have studied.

Executive Director.


